DC Thermal heaters will work in any vehicle with a DC electrical system from 12-72 volts including cars, trucks, vans, busses, heavy equipment. DC Thermals heaters aren’t your average heater. They offer the ultimate in durability and reliability and excel in the harshest possible environments.

The new Brushless SA series line of heaters are based on DC Thermals proven Stealth series, but with a newly designed brushless fan. The brushless cabin heater design has proven to work well with sensitive electronics found in some of today’s equipment. The Stealth Brushless series has a newly designed fan and motor assembly as well as a complete new mounting system. The Stealth SA is the perfect choice for the person who wants to add reliable INSTANT heat in just a few minutes. No water lines to run, fittings to install or worry about a corroded core down the road, and most importantly INSTANT HEAT, INSTANT DEFROST. No warm up time! These heaters are available from 12-72 volts, and different wattages as well. The Stealth heater is simple to use. It can be operational in minutes. Measuring only 6” long and 5” tall, our Stealth heater will fit in virtually any small space. RuCar elements allow for extremely fast heat transfer and once powered on, the heater will provide heat faster than the air can absorb it to prevent the heater from over-heating.

The new Brushless SA series line of heaters are based on DC Thermals proven Stealth series, but with a newly designed brushless fan. The brushless cabin heater design has proven to work well with sensitive electronics found in some of today’s equipment. The Stealth Brushless series has a newly designed fan and motor assembly as well as a complete new mounting system. The Stealth SA is the perfect choice for the person who wants to add reliable INSTANT heat in just a few minutes. No water lines to run, fittings to install or worry about a corroded core down the road, and most importantly INSTANT HEAT, INSTANT DEFROST. No warm up time! These heaters are available from 12-72 volts, and different wattages as well. The Stealth heater is simple to use. It can be operational in minutes. Measuring only 6” long and 5” tall, our Stealth heater will fit in virtually any small space. RuCar elements allow for extremely fast heat transfer and once powered on, the heater will provide heat faster than the air can absorb it to prevent the heater from over-heating.

Specifications: • Dimensions: 6” x 5” x 4” • Brushless 50,000 Hour Ball Bearing Fan. • Entirely with GXL Wire. • Thermally Protected. • HIGH and LOW HEAT Elements. • Case Construction: Riveted T5052 Aircraft Aluminum. • Wired Ball Bearing Fan. • 10,000 Hour DC Thermal ©RuCar Vacuum Sealed Specifications: Heater Dimensions: 6” x 5” x 4”. • Brushless 50,000 Hour Ball Bearing Fan. • Entirely with GXL Wire. • Thermally Protected. • HIGH and LOW HEAT Elements. • Case Construction: Riveted T5052 Aircraft Aluminum. • Wired Ball Bearing Fan. • 10,000 Hour DC Thermal ©RuCar Vacuum Sealed Specifications: Heater Dimensions: 6” x 5” x 4”.

Brushless SA series will fit in virtually any small space. RuCar elements allow for extremely fast heat transfer and once powered on, the heater will provide heat faster than the air can absorb it to prevent the heater from over-heating.

Features: • Powerful 300 CFM Fan • Draws Only 3.4 amps • Simple on/off controls • Completely Shut Coolant Off In Summer • Tested, Proven Design to 250 Deg at 25 psi. • Infinite Mounting Possibilities • Safe and Reliable • Easy to Install/Service • One Year Parts Replacement Warranty Specifications: • Dimensions: 7.5” x 6.75” x 3.75” • Weighs only 6 lbs

HORNET AIRCRAFT HEATERS

The Twin Hornet Heating System is the answer to the winter flying “chills”. It is very lightweight, inexpensive and installs easily in just two hours. This heater utilizes ram air & the heat off the engine muffler. Operation is simple. Slipstream air is forced through the heater inlet, passing over the muffler, picking up the heat and delivering it to the cabin or pod via an Aerodynamic hose. Contains no moving parts. Fits Rotax mufflers and adaptable to other engines.

HORNET AIRCRAFT HEATERS

Because the Horne...